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The British Blues Invasion came in two
distinct waves. The first wave featured
artists like the Rolling Stones, John
Mayall and the Bluesbreakers, the
Animals, Cream, Fleetwood Mac, and
others. The second wave quickly followed
by expanding their love of Chicago blues
into modernistic blues-rock. Led Zeppelin,
Jeff Beck, Ten Years After, and others
followed in the footsteps of their idols.
As many of those iconic bands have
come and gone, one has remained and,
continues to record and tour. Savoy Brown
was founded by guitarist Kim Simmonds
in the late 60s with the same mission as
the Rolling Stones, to further his love of
Chicago blues. After 55 years of relentless
touring and 41 records, Simmonds current
record, Ain’t Done Yet, mines the same
musical landscape that fans of Savoy
Brown have come to expect.
We recently sat with Kim and talked
with him about the blues in the U.K., his
love of traditional blues, the early days of
Savoy Brown, and this new record.
Blues Music Online -- Why do you think
American blues became so popular in the
U.K. in the 1950s?
Kim Simmonds – It probably started in
the early 1950s with Josh White, the great
U.S. blues acoustic artist who lived in the
U.K. for a few years. I’m a big fan of his.
A few British folk artists followed him
and that eventually led to the electric blues
surge in the 1960s. American blues back
then was a new, appealing and different
art form that was great music to play and
improvise on guitar with.

Blues Music Online -- Who were some of
the American blues artists you first heard?
What spoke to you about each?
Kim Simmonds – I first heard Little
Richard, Fats Domino, Elvis Presley, and
Bill Haley. They were just playing threechord rock (blues) with a new energy at
the time. The drummer on a lot of those
records was a Earl Palmer and since then
I’ve always had a kinship with drumming
and drummers in my band.
From there I narrowed my focus
when I heard the Chicago blues artists
Muddy Waters, Howling Wolf, and Jimmy
Reed. Muddy Waters because of his voice
and those great Willie Dixon songs.
Howling Wolf because he brought an
element of danger to music. Jimmy Reed
because of the great songs, loose delivery
and great drums. Matt Murphy, Freddie
King, and many lesser lights were my
favorite guitar players. Freddie had one
note passion and Matt had sophistication.
Blues Music Online -- Who were some
of the early British blues artists you were
drawn to?
Kim Simmonds – Eric Clapton was the
leading light on the British blues scene.
I watched him with in the Yardbirds
and loved the band’s instrumental “Got
To Hurry.” Then I watched his first
performances and many after with John
Mayall. I followed the band around the
London gig scene. I had never seen such a
great musician live before.
Later, Peter Green had a similar
effect on me, and I was very sad when he

lost his way in the 1970s. Both guitarists
have left an indelible impression on my
guitar playing.
Blues Music Online -- How did early
British blues remain consistent with the
American blues tradition?
Kim Simmonds – The British bands
covered a lot of the songs that had been
recently released in America so there
was a consistency in the songs we were
all playing on either side of the Atlantic.
The great Willie Dixon songs knitted it
all together. “Got My Mojo Working” and
songs such as that.
Blues Music Online -- How did the early
British blues expand on those American
blues traditions.
Kim Simmonds – By adding a different
kind of energy and tone to the mix...a
European slant on how to play the blues.
The guitar tones via the new Marshall
amplifiers really changed how people
wanted to hear blues guitar. The sound
went from a treble cutting sound to a
warm and rich sensual tone.
Blues Music Online -- Growing up,
who were your guitar heroes? Without
YouTube how did you learn the guitar?
Records and watching guitarists live.
Kim Simmonds – When I was very
young, I liked the American rock ‘n’ roll
guitarists from the 1950s. Franny Beecher
with Bill Haley and James Burton with
Ricky Nelson. On the English scene, I
liked the guitarist with Vince Taylor and
Joe Brown’s playing when I watched them

on television or saw them on package
shows. Again, on the U.K. side when
I was old enough I’d go and watch, I’d
see Johnny Kidd and the Pirates to watch
Mick Green play.
Finally I discovered Chicago blues
and that transformed my life. Earl Hooker,
Freddie King, Matt Murphy, Enis Lowery
(Larry Dale) all influenced me. And I
introduced a more jazzy element in my
blues playing via Billy Butler, one of my
all time favorites.
I picked up teach yourself guitar
books and taught myself the basics from
that. I memorized every note on the
fretboard and copied solos from records.
Later, from another book, I learned the
basics of reading music.
Blues Music Online -- What was the
difference between first generation blues
band like John Mayall and those that
followed like Cream or Fleetwood Mac.
Kim Simmonds – The first generation
British blues bands had a folk influenced
sound. When Eric Clapton joined John
Mayall, the music became much heavier
and urban sounding via the guitar tones.
The lightness from the earlier folk and
jazz approach disappeared and the classic
American Chicago focus took over.
Blues Music Online -- What led to the
formation of Savoy Brown in 1966.
Kim Simmonds – My love of blues music,
Chicago blues music in particular. And
the Muddy Waters band, who I wanted to
copy. I also knew the style of guitar I was
playing would be the sound of the future,
and I wanted to be a part of the future and

make a name for myself.
Blues Music Online -- As a main blues
band in the second wave of British blues,
what was the band’s mission when it
formed?
Kim Simmonds – To be a U.K. version
of the Muddy Waters band and The Paul
Butterfield Band. I wanted to bring the
new heavier blues sound that was making
waves in the USA to the British public. I
wanted to do my bit in bringing to light
the Chicago blues music form that was
largely unknown in Britain.
Blues Music Online -- Explain how that
constant touring helped the band cement
its place on the scene. And why that
touring was essential to staying fresh and
original.
Kim Simmonds – Touring is the lifeblood
of any band. Financially and artistically.
The money enables you to not do any
other job and thus focus on the music.
The playing every night is what makes
you better as a musician. You get very,
very tired on the road, but when you push
through that, you find on the other side
something in your playing that didn’t exist
before. Playing live for me is like being in
a laboratory, you can experiment to your
heart’s content. I don’t like live music that
isn’t spontaneous.
Blues Music Online -- With 55 years and
41 records, how do you stay fresh as a
guitarist and songwriter?
Kim Simmonds – It doesn’t feel like 55
years and it doesn’t feel like I’ve made so

many albums. I don’t allow myself to think
like that. I had and have a strong work ethic
that, along with the other great musicians
that have been in the band, helped push
it along. I keep a mental attitude that I
could be pumping gas tomorrow and that
keeps me moving forward. It’s probably
also something to do with one’s DNA.
I’m simply driven and have been from an
early age.
Blues Music Online -- During those years
and records, how much of what you play
or record relies on blues traditions and
how much of your music looks to move
the genre forward?
Kim Simmonds – Initially the music was
all about blues tradition, and I was a blues
purist albeit an electric urban blues purist.
Very quickly, in the 1960s, it was apparent
that we needed to write our own songs,
which I did along with the great singer
song writer I had in the band at the time,
Chris Youlden. Nowadays, my primary
thought is to move the genre forward with
the songs and let my guitar playing keep
it grounded in the tradition of the Chicago
blues that I grew up with.
Blues Music Online -- If every record
tells a story, what is the story that Ain’t
Done Yet tells.
Kim Simmonds – The lyrics are
autobiographical. I was born a dreamer,
with a love of traveling and loving those
big city neon lights. Then my profession
went along with those dreams perfectly.
All I’m doing now is living out a dream

I had when I was not even ten years old.
I’ve survived health scares, financial and personal setbacks and countless other life
emergencies. I’ve been blessed and have great health now, a wife of thirty years, a family
who loves me, and God willing I want to take it all into my 80s.
Blues Music Online -- In your live shows, how do you balance playing Savoy Brown
classics the audience wants to hear all night against playing songs from your current releases.
Kim Simmonds – There’s no problem I’m happy to say. Audiences tell me the new material
blends perfectly with the old. So I know I’m keeping the Savoy Brown music tradition
intact.
The
audience loves the
new songs and are
happy to see that
Savoy tradition
carry on. It really
excites them that
the band isn’t
simply a nostalgic
act. It’s what I
aim for. The new
material is simply
a modern update
of what the band
played in 1966!
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Online -- Your
records during this
Savoy Brown as
leading. What are
to you as the lead
and touring as a

Kim Simmonds
– In the past I
often would let
my guitar playing
take
second
fiddle to the other
instruments
or
singer that I had in
the band. I can’t do that with a three-piece when I’m center stage. I’m forced to play more
guitar, and that’s what audiences come to the shows to hear. With a three piece you can’t
hide. I have to be on top of my game every night.
Blues Music Online -- After 55 years in the business, what advice would you pass along to
young musicians looking to make a career in blues or blues-rock.
Kim Simmonds – Focus. Focus. Focus. There’s folk blues, rock blues, jazz blues, acoustic
blues, West Coast swing blues, Chicago blues, Texas blues etc etc etc. Pick one only and
become great at it. Don’t waver. You’ll get where you’re going faster that way. - BMO
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JOHN PRIMER & BOB CORRITORE
The Gypsy Woman Told Me
VizzTone

T

o John Primer, the bacon was breakfast.
To Bob Corritore, it was a grooming
accessory.
To blues fans, it was to cue the creation of a
blues album that would show Covid 19 who its
daddy was.
Primer had barely broke a yolk when,
way ‘cross the kitchen, Corritore’s steel comb
plowed through the cooling skillet, lifting a
still-bubbling plug of Sow Bellow brand bacon
fat just as the lightning bolt crashed through
the winda and kissed them iron teeth ridin’ the
crest of the harp master’s Tommy-Sands-Eat-Your-Heart-Out pomp, birthing a
pillar of tire fire smoke like it was Lot leaving Akron. And from that thick Black
smoke emerged the glowing Black face of God, calling “Trouble is brewin’!
Clubs will be closin’! Concerts will be cancellin’. It’s gon’ be a slack scene til the
vac-cine. To get ‘em through the Low Down Dirty Covid Blues, folks is gonna
need a red hot album to melt its cold cold heart.”
The Gypsy Woman Told Me, as the Originator ordered, is indeed a marvel
of biblical proportions. Like Noah’s animal shelter on steroids, Bob and John
will keep your spirits afloat and cruisin’ on that Deep Blues Sea. The title (can
you say “Arc Music?”) song’s blistering take on Muddy’s classic peeled the flesh
off my soul like Bella Darvi in a Richard Widmark fever dream. Sonny Boy’s
“My Imagination” wraps us in Corritore’s Harp of Many Colors. And if you want
bible-quality miracles, just drop that needle and grab the calculator. “Keep On
Drivin’” turned my lockdown into a rockdown. “Walking The Back Streets And
Crying” raises Big Joe Turner from the dead and has Primer breathin’ jagged
blue flames. And producers Corritore, Clarke Rigsby, and Kid Andersen deliver
a star-jammed album that carries our central nervous systems away in that
smoky menthol cloud to a land where every button is covered in suede.
The Gypsy Woman Told Me is tougher than the toughest times. It’s
powerful, beautiful, uplifting, and healing. And if it had shown up in the bible,
no plague woulda had a chance.
– Terry Abrahamson
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LARKIN POE
Self Made Man
Tricki-Woo Records

L

arkin Poe’s fifth studio CD finds a band that is
wide-eyed and eager to plough into the future. In
the past, you always kind of got the impression that
Rebecca and Megan Lovell were nervously looking
over their shoulders, concerned that weren’t straying
too far from accepted musical norms as they headed
into the blues realm.
They needn’t worry about that any longer, if they ever
did. It’s like a young guitarist who has been struggling
to play just the right notes for years, who all of a
sudden no longer thinks about it but relaxes and lets
the music flow. That’s exactly what we find with Self
Made Man. Rebecca and Megan seem extremely
confident of their chosen style and no longer feel they
have something to live up to.
They say that is something they have been working on over their last three albums,
each produced by themselves. They believe that controlling their direction and unified and
strengthened them as a team. That empowerment is reinforced in the first song, “She’s A
Self-Made Man.” Penned by the sisters, it makes a loud statement about throwing caution
to the wind and pursuing your heart’s path.
Shooting out the lights, and the smoke alarms
Keep your fingers crossed, I’m a lucky charm
Like a cannonball, moving down the track
Baby’s on her way, she ain’t coming back
Like it or not, I don’t give a damn
Lord have mercy, I’m a self-made man
The Lovells had a hand in writing 11 of the songs here, either together, Rebecca
alone, or with various partners. They even reworked Blind Willie Johnson’s 1929 song
about the Titantic, “God Moves On The Water.” They broaden the song to incorporate
for Mighty Mississippi’s flooding of Louisiana and the San Francisco earthquake that left
people reaching out for God’s hand in a world they don’t understand.
Immensely proud of their Southern heritage, the Georgia natives pay homage to
Macon, GA, and those who passed through its musical realm including Little Richard,
James Brown, Charlie Daniels, and the Allman Brothers in “Back Down South,” written by
Rebecca Lovell and Tyler Bryant. They even honor Elvis Presley through an original song
written from the viewpoint of a childhood friend in Tupelo.
Larkin Poe is riding the crest of 2018’s chart-topping and Grammy nominated Venom
& Faith, and wearing the freedom of success and acceptance very well here.
– Michael Kinsman
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RUTHIE FOSTER
Live At The Paramount
Blue Corn

R

uthie Foster’s new album dropped like a care
package in the pandemic. With COVID-19
precautions sidelining musicians to streaming
shows from living rooms, a singer with a threeoctave range fronting a 17-piece band underscores
everything we miss about live performance.
On Live At The Paramount, the Austin-based
singer is augmented by a ten-piece horn section
and other embellishment on a set that includes
Foster originals and classics from the American
Songbook.
For Foster, it was a return to her roots
performing with the Navy Band Southeast, where
she was sometimes was called upon to sing with big band and jazz ensembles. She
kicked off the night for her hometown crowd by digging deep with a “Brand New Day,”
an original that begins with a traditional ring shout, just the sound of Foster, three
background singers, and the backbeat. Once the horns kick in, it’s a party vibe,
New Orleans-style. Lyrically, the song could have been written this year, its message
of renewal resonating stronger than ever.
Foster delves into an upbeat R&B song next with a song she wrote with soul
icon William Bell, “Might Not Be Right.” The horns punching up the arrangement like
you would expect in an old Stax hit. On “Ring Of Fire,” Foster recasts the Johnny
Cash classic as a searing soul ballad, her voice a soothing salve. “This is not your
grandfather’s ring of fire,” she tells the crowd. An extended piano intro by Jeff Helmer
on “Stone Love” offers a quiet moment before the band kicks in for a rousing version
of a Foster original. Here’s where the horns show their power, though they never
undermine Foster’s vocal.
Foster and her big band hit a peak on “Death Came A Knockin’ (Travelin’ Shoes),”
Foster’s original based on a traditional gospel song. The power of Foster’s booming
voice in unison with her background singers matches the power of those mighty horns.
The 14-song collection ends with Foster paying tribute to some of her idols,
Frank Sinatra on “Fly Me To The Moon,” and Ella Fitzgerald and Bobby Darin, on
“Mack The Knife.” Toward the end, Foster ad-libs some of the lyrics. Did she really
forget the words to that chorus or was it just a clever way to engage in some spirited
scat singing? Either way she soars.
Foster’s parting words to the crowd now have a much deeper resonance: “Maybe we
can do this again next year, huh?”
– Michael Cote

Reserve your copy today, click the CD cover...

WILDCAT O’HALLORAN
Deck Of Cards
Self-release

T

he bard of the Berkshires is back. (OK, near
the Berkshires, in Central Massachusetts.)
Wildcat O’Halloran, of wisecracking, songwriting,
and super guitar fame, has released a new tentrack collection of energetic, and often thought
provoking songs.
Six are O’Halloran originals, beginning
with the already popular “Crunch Time.” The
song, a fixture of the band’s live shows, is a
toned-down version on the disc although still a
lot of fun. Sax player Emily Duff, a star of the
band, brings a new edge to the song, and does
a bang-up job throughout the record. As usual,
O’Halloran himself excels on guitar on each song, many showing us his Tampa Red
vibe. Notably on this recording are a wide variety of rhythms mixed into lyrics that
alternate between amusing, ironic, and downright serious.
“But” is a hilarious song, starting off with drums and spoken lyrics explaining that
the word “love” is actually the second most powerful word in the English language.
The first is – you guessed it – BUT. As in “I love you, but not like that,” and “The bill
was filed, but it’s tied up in Congress.” The title track is a rocker that showcases
O’Halloran’s way with words: “You’ve got more stories than an anthology/You got
lyin’ right in your biology. You’ve got more boys on your team than a baseball squad/
You got more faces than a deck of cards.” He gets the point across, all the while with
references to a card game. “If She Were 5ths,” is a fun shuffle, with daughter Sarah
O’Halloran singing backup. It’s a lament or ode to something – if he had taken up
piano instead of guitar, for example; and thinking “What if?” with his life,” along with
snippets about butts and drinking. The song has one of the best guitar solos on the
record.
Blues traditionalists will enjoy Slim Harpo’s “Got Love If You Want It,” without
the harp, but with great interplay and big solos by Wildcat and Duff. Ray Charles’ “I
Wonder Who” is a slow blues with another, longer outstanding guitar solo. For the
funk afficionado there’s “Tell Papa,” written by Clarence Carter, a lively danceable
number, again with terrific sax holding it together. The band is well known as one of
New England’s best party ensembles. Besides Wildcat on guitar and vocals, Sarah
O’Halloran on backup vocals, and Duff on tenor sax, the band consists of Kathy
Peterson on bass, and Gil May on drums. Deck Of Cards is one of Wildcat’s best
albums, so give it a good listen and get a few chuckles along the way.
– Karen Nugent
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ANTHONY GERACI
Daydreams In Blue
Shining Stone Records

T

his has been quite a decade for Anthony
Geraci. Between time spent with Sugar Ray
and Bluetones, recording and touring with his
own Boston Blues All-stars unit, holding down the
keys in the current super group The Proven Ones,
being the piano instructor in the Pinetop Perkins
Workshop Experience, and guesting on various
projects, Geraci has continually been exploring
new directions for his blues.
Geraci’s history runs deep. As one of Boson’s go to
keyboard players in the 1970s, he was an original
member of both the Bluetones and Ronnie Earl’s
Broadcasters. Following in the footsteps of other
Boston blues piano kids like David Maxwell, Ron
Levy, and Al Copley, Geraci learned his lessons from those esteemed piano chairs.
Today, Geraci has become that mentor to scores of younger piano students who attend
the Workshop Experience or see him perform.
As with any Geraci recording, there is a plethora of talented guests. Here, Boston’s
Dennis Brennan handles the edgy vocals, while Monster Mike Welch (eight cuts) and
Troy Gonyea (four tunes) command the guitar work. Geraci adds in the six-string work
of Walter Trout and Peter Ward each guesting on a single song, a rhythm section
featuring bassist Mudcat Ward, Peter’s brother, and drummer Jeff Armstrong, and the
forceful brass of Mark Early (Victor Wainwright’s Train) and Scott Arruda.
Geraci’s dozen songs offer a picture of a time when the piano was THE featured
instrument. Geraci’s knowledge of that history is obvious as he delivers the Delta blues
style of the instrument’s early masters on “Crazy Blues/Mississippi Woman.” Buoyed
by Welch’s lead and Gonyea’s rhythm guitars, Geraci’s cascading treble runs have a
barrelhousin’ sway. Other blues include “Living In The Shadow Of The Blues,” Geraci’s
classic blues piano style that supported the Classic Blues Women of the 1920s. Geraci
takes the 88s into the big bands of the 1940s with the Eckstein/Hines classic “Jelly
Jelly.” His modern blues is addressed in “No One Hears My Prayers,” which adds Walter
Trout’s piercing guitar to the message.
“Tomorrow May Never Come” and “Tutti Frutti Booty” each display the ‘50s R&B
band approach that married horns with piano. While songs like “Mister” and “Ode To
Todd, Ella, And Mike Ledbetter” show Geraci’s wide stylistic range.
As with everything here, Geraci is spot on, never playing an indulgent note. That
maturity comes from years of studying and mastering one’s craft. And at the same time,
he affects the ensemble in the studio as every track is meticulously crafted to honor
each musician’s contribution to each song.
– Art Tipaldi
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BACKTRACK BLUES BAND
Your Baby Has Left
VizzTone

T

he appellation “bar band” is often used
pejoratively to refer to a band that plays mostly
in bars (you guessed it), does a lot of cover songs,
and satisfies an audience that is somewhat
tipsy and settles for mediocre quality. Does the
Backtrack Blues Band fit that description? No!
despite the fact that their past schedule lists
mostly bar gigs, but you can bet that patrons at
their gigs had a raucously good time.
Based in Tampa, Florida, the band has been
in existence for over three decades, released
multiple albums, opened for a long list of blues
legends, and graced the stage of myriad festivals.
It was founded by singer and harmonica player
Sonny Charles and singer and rhythm guitarist Little Johnny Walter, who still anchor
the quintet. Filling out the roster are lead guitarist and singer Kid Royal, bassist Stick
Davis, and drummer Joe Bencomo, and on this outing the group is augmented by
ace keyboard man Bruce Katz, horn players Bard Guin and Vinnie Ciesielski, and
backing vocalists Dana Merriwether and Latonya Oliver. They mesh smoothly.
Covers? Only one: “Natural Born Lover,” a Jimmy Reed tune loosing Royal
on one of his three vocals of the set, and with nice piano accompaniment by Katz.
Royal’s reedy tenor singing is wrapped around a long and inventive mid-tune guitar
solo. The mode is a shuffle, characteristic of the majority of the set’s tracks, which
only number nine, but all are at least four minutes long. Two of the original numbers
of the set are penned by Royal, and the remainder by Charles.
The band delivers the goods without self-indulgent frills or forays. Katz is
content to stay mostly in the background with steady rhythmic support on alternating
piano and organ, Davis’ bass is unerring, and Bencomo rides a groove. The strong
baritone vocalizing of Sonny Charles is unwavering, and his harp playing hews to
a basic Chicago style, with clear tones easily appreciated because of the album’s
excellent production values.
Two tracks merit mention because they deviate successfully from the
predominant shuffle modality. “Your Baby Has Left,” the title cut, mines John Lee
Hooker’s boogie legacy, with Charles singing forcefully and wailing effectively on
harp; one can almost imagine JLH intoning “how how how” in the background. The
closing cut, “Time Is Hard,” composed by Kid Royal, is a slow blues with a really
nice saxophone solo by Guin, soulful organ by Katz, and Royal at his most lyrical on
guitar.
– Dan Stevens
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TONY HOLIDAY
Soul Service
VizzTone Records

H

ailing from Memphis, Tennessee, by way of
Salt Lake City, rising young blues and soul
star-in-the-making Tony Holiday has just released
his second effort on the heels of his unique 2019
debut, VizzTone Record’s Porch Sessions.
Holiday’s a mature vocalist and a killer harmonica
player, a one-two punch amply proven within the
eight scintillating tracks laid down. He’s been
lauded by some of the genre’s foremost players,
Estrin, Corritore, and Musselwhite among them,
and most anyone who’s really listened to his
talented chops. Playing between 150-200 gigs
annually will only hone one’s abilities toward the
better. And better it’s proven to be.
The album was excellently produced by up and still coming whiz kid, Ori Naftaly
(Southern Avenue) who also plays guitar on this sparkling effort. Adding to the mix
is the wonderful Victor Wainwright who guests on keys. It’s kind of a throwback
CD to a blues and soul sound thankfully devoid of heavy-paced histrionics. It was
written, all save one, by a gang of four, Holiday, Naftaly, Max Kaplan, and the superb
John Nemeth (a major influence on the record) with lead guitar duties held down by
Landon Stone and Naftaly.
The first track on this overall fine recording is the aptly titled, “Paying Rent
On A Broken Home” and with its rolling pace and tough tones, it’s the perfect leadin to all that comes. And straight out of the 1950s, with its balladic structure and
heart-breaking lyrics, “It’s Gonna Take Some Time” is a slow dance teardrop of
a tune. The leisurely paced J.B. Lenior-penned “Good Advice” knows just where
it’s going, with even a nod to a wise grandma. Country-esque “Day Dates” gives
Holiday and Nemeth the opportunity to flex their songwriting abilities by bringing
in lyrics that’ll strike a resonant chord with anyone on the verge of losing his/her
woman. Containing an undertone of danger, courtesy of some wicked minor keys
and bassist’s Kaplan’s menacing bottom, “The Hustle” is an album standout. The
harmony vocals throughout the album by Kaplan are just right, and they blend well
with Holiday’s leads.
A drawback to the CD, and it’s a quibble, is that it’s only 30-minutes in length.
Fans old and new to Holiday will crave more, but no doubt this young man will be
making more special music for years to come. All the way from Memphis indeed.
– Joseph Jordan
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